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Talent and Experience
Kalcheim Haber, LLP
Kalcheim Haber, LLP, a preeminent
boutique Chicago law firm, provides
dedicated legal representation and
counseling for clients who can
comfortably rely on the firm’s
professionals for all of their legal needs.
Clients of Kalcheim Haber, LLP value the
firm’s integrity, tenacity, experience,
attention to detail, and the consistent
quality results the firm provides in family
law,
commercial
and
corporate
transactions, litigation, real estate, estate
planning and more.
The firm was founded by two veteran
litigators who value integrity and work
tenaciously to provide effective counsel
to their clients. The founding partners’
talent and experience facilitate their
representation of individuals and entities
whose cases involve multi-million dollar
holdings. The founding partners have
extensive and diverse backgrounds in
family law as well as complicated
business and financial transactions, and
are recognized by their peers as leading
practitioners. With a delicate balance of

skilled negotiation and tough courtroom
contest, this team crafts real-world
answers that achieve maximum client
satisfaction.
Michael W. Kalcheim and Michael A.
Haber bring a combined 70 years of
experience and a wealth of innovation to
today’s legal scene and provide effective
counsel and custom tailored solutions to
suit their clients’ specific needs and
circumstances. Proficiency in each
practice niche helps Kalcheim Haber, LLP
deliver broad and effective representation
and develop long-lasting relationships
with clients.
Kalcheim Haber, LLP has developed
winning strategies in its well-developed,
comprehensive practice. The personal
attention the Kalcheim Haber, LLP
attorneys and staff afford to every case
allows clients to feel relaxed and secure
in their representation.

Kalcheim Haber LLP
134 North LaSalle Street
Suite 2100
Chicago, Illinois 60602
312.236.9445
312.236.9446 fax
kalcheimhaber.com
Above Photo Seated From Left: Michael W.
Kalcheim*, Michael A. Haber* Standing from left
Lauren Bernay, Jennifer Beeler, Elisabeth Ritter,
Jennifer M. Cohen, Jamie L. Ross
* Members of the Leading Lawyers Network
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